GumoManiacs - High Class Thrash Metal That Was Made To Last
Founded by Daniel “Gumo” Reiss in 2007, it is all about an uncompromising Thrash Metal
plan that helps him and the Maniacs to release their frst two albums “Priest Of Lucifer“ and
“PsychoMania“ via the German Underground Cult-Label G.U.C. between 2008 and 2010
- the CD versions of both records are released via Blower Records Mexico.
After fabulous reviews, numerous live shows in Germany (with Sepultura, Debauchery, Anvil, Blaze
Bayley and many more...) and two Headliner Tours in Mexico, “The AntiSinner“ EP is released
in 2012, before the band learns about the dark side of the professional music business in 2014 by
signing a record deal with GoldenCore Records (ZYX Music) to release the third album “Out
Of Disorder“. The apathetic handling of the band's plans and intentions by the label leaves the
GumoManiacs unable to move forward and even pushes them towards the edge of ruin.
Still true to the motto “Thrash Metal is not just something I can quit, but it is quite simply WHO I AM“,
Daniel “Gumo“ Reiß decides to keep on fghting for what he believes in. The focused hatred
towards the damage done to his band by the outside manifests itself in 2016 in the (for an unsigned
band absurdly high-class) album called “Demons“, that builds a magic unit with the atmospheric
“Damnation“, which was produced for GoldenCore in 2014 but was never released by the label.
Both fnally see the light for the 10th anniversary of the band on “By Endurance We Conquer Demons & Damnation“ via Ghost Town Noize in 2017. The 2 CDs offer the complete
spectrum of the band's eventful history. Everything that made Thrash Metal so fascinating during
the last 30 years is re-interpreted by the four passionate professionals as they forge 20 brand new
tracks that come scary close to the quality, originality and attitude of the big names in the scene.
“By Endurance We Conquer“ is the ultimate jump into the elite and a must-have for Thrash
fans!
Regarding the goal of mastermind Daniel “Gumo“ Reiß to push the band forward for at least
another 10 years, the re-recording of the debut album „Priest Of Lucifer“ from 2008 which will
be called „Priest Of Lucifer X“ from now on becomes the very frst milestone. While trying to
erase the weaknesses in songwriting and sound the band takes care very carefully of maintaining the
true spirit, or even increase it through the very old school styled production by Hubi Hofmann, to
make this very popular but rare underground diamod available again at GumoManiacs' live
shows and through the band's online channels.
„Priest Of Lucifer X“ will be released via the band's own label Slash Zero Records on
November 9th 2018.
Thrash 'till Death

